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1.

Mission statement

Every child should be treated as an individual and should be encouraged, supported, and
challenged in line with their individual aims, learning requirements, and personal
experiences. It is important to acknowledge every child’s weaknesses as well. Diversity
constitutes one of our school’s core learning principles. We want every child to get the best
qualification they can upon leaving school. We facilitate this through differentiated
instruction (with collaborative as well as individual learning) and through a culture of
feedback amongst students, parents, and teachers. In doing so, we pave the way for life-long
learning in an inclusive society with a pluralistic democracy.

We are committed to a pedagogy of diversity defined through intersubjective acceptance
amongst equal individuals (Prengel). This pedagogy is shaped by appreciation and acceptance
in the pedagogical dialogue. In accordance with Prengel and Adorno, the development of
diversity on the basis of equal rights is of principle importance to us. It entails a respectful
and appreciative working culture amongst all members of the school community.

Our namesake, Refik Veseli, represents our ideals of acceptance and appreciation for
diversity. Based on his democratic beliefs, he used his youthful courage to defend the human
rights of the persecuted. He was a young Muslim who, together with his family, risked his
life to save several Jewish families during the Nazi occupation of Albania. The German
Federal President Joachim Gauck emphasised this on the 60th anniversary of Yad-Vashem
and the 50th anniversary of “Righteousness Amongst Nations”: “The ‘Righteous’ have proven
that human beings always have a choice – even in the face of oppression and death threats.
One can always choose to do good, sometimes through refraining to do something and
sometimes through actively helping. Neither political preference, nor faith, nor education
have any bearing on this; one must simply possess the ability to empathise with strangers and
act selflessly” (Tagesspiegel 4.3.2014). It is this attitude that informs our guiding principle:
“Be brave, look closely, get involved, show solidarity, and act! You always have a choice.”

Refik Veseli is our role model on our path to an inclusive society with a pluralist democracy.
Transparency and established structures of communication premise democratic action within
the school.

Instruction and education are one at the Refik Veseli School and are of equal importance.
This is why the school is tasked not only with turning its students into honest and respectful
members of society, but also into polite, performance-oriented, and friendly members. Other
aspects are equally central to our educational approach, namely showing a readiness to help
others and treat all members of the school community with respect. Exemplary achievements
and social behaviours are praised, just as all forms of violence, discrimination, and exclusion
(e.g. bulling) are not tolerated. Educators and parents work closely together to educate
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students. Parents ensure that their children attend school on a regular basis, complete their
homework, bring all necessary school equipment to school, and comply with school rules.
Together with all those involved in school life, we shape our school. This includes students,
parents, teachers, social education specialists, employees within all-day schooling, and nonpedagogical staff. Everyone is responsible for the creative development and upkeep of our
school space and its buildings. We organise projects, celebrate festivals, and open our school
up to the neighbourhood. In doing so, we co-operate with our extra-curricular partners. All
have a responsibility to develop and affirm rules and rituals.

2.

Pedagogical concept and school name

2.1

The pedagogical concept of the Refik Veseli School

“The Refik-Veseli-School is an integrated secondary school together with an upper-level
sixth form. We accept children with the following educational recommendations: “upperlevel secondary school” (Gymnasium), “upper-level secondary school/ secondary school”
(Gymnasium/ Sekundarschule), “secondary school” (Sekundarschule), and children with
special learning difficulties (Kinder mit sonderpädagogischem Förderbedarf). Students’
social backgrounds can be taken into consideration at the parents’ request.

In Year 7 and (where applicable) in Year 9, children choose an “individual profile”. This
profile can be kept for four years or alternatively, be changed after two school years. The
“individual profile” is recorded on the students’ school reports and each student receives one
additional report per year on this profile. The following profiles are possible:
-

Sport and Biology
Politics and Society
Theatre, Art, and Music
Mathematics - (E+) / Computer Science
Business
Geography

Each “individual profile” consists of at least one elective course and one corresponding extracurricular club in all-day schooling, as chosen by the student. Exceptions are possible.

We offer Spanish, French, and Turkish as second foreign languages in the first phase of
secondary school (Sekundarstufe I). The various profiles and second foreign languages (i.e.
Spanish, French, and Turkish) are available to all classes.
In Years 7 and 8, lessons in maths, German, and English are taught using differentiated
instruction. From Year 9 onwards, this differentiated teaching approach is realised by placing
students into different sets.
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The school has four pathways in line with the district’s school development plan. One
pathway is the Montessori pathway. As part of the Montessori pathway, classes in Years 7/8
contain children of different ages. Up until the end of Year 8, a verbal assessment is given (in
lieu of a written report card). Children on the Montessori pathway are taught using
differentiated instruction within mixed ability classes in Years 7 and 8.
Our school offers comprehensive all-day schooling for students in Years 7 and 8. For
students in Years 9 and 10, all-day schooling is only partially available. Comprehensive allday schooling is also available to students on the Montessori pathway.

2.2

Our school’s name in pedagogical practice

Presupposition
Our school’s name (Refik Veseli) was the result of a student-led initiative: students visited
the Yad Vashem memorial in Israel and learnt about Refik Veseli – one of the “righteous
among nations”.
Impressed by his personality, his saving act, and his courage, the students suggested that he
become the school’s namesake. In a democratic voting process involving all classes, students
chose “Refik Veseli” as the school’s name.

Relation to the mission statement
-

Appreciating and accepting diversity are foundations for learning at our school.
Showing courage means taking responsibility for oneself and for others.

Aims
-

-

Learning about Refik Veseli as an individual
Discussing his saving act
Teaching those values practiced by Refik Veseli in his lifetime (friendship, real
expressions of solidarity, humanity, empathy, courage, and religious and cultural
tolerance)
Developing an empathetic approach to history
Seeing Refik Veseli as a role model (particularly his willingness to take on social
responsibility)
Learning about democracy (particularly intervening to defend civil society and
democratic participation)
Raising awareness about discriminatory and exclusionary behaviour, and developing
positive counter measures
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Measures
-

Carrying out workshops relating to the school’s name for new staff members and
Year 11 students at the beginning of each school year.
Co-operating with the Jewish Museum in Berlin (see Co-operation Contract)
Theatre performance in honour of the school name at the Year 7 school induction
ceremony
Reflecting on one’s own identity and breaking down prejudices

Implementation
At least once a year, every class should take the opportunity to take part in tours and
workshops at the Jewish Museum. Course specific trips to Israel/ Palestine should take place
periodically as part of diversity-conscious education programme. All activities relating to
student democracy also publicly link back to the school’s name. A history workshop – run in
close collaboration with the Jewish Museum – is offered to students in Years 9 and 10 as part
of the “politics and society” profile. Project-orientated, cultural work undertaken in the
history workshop deals with themes relating to Jewish life, identity, diversity, and
discrimination. There is extensive engagement with the topics of National Socialism and the
conflict in the Middle East. Previously, students have produced documentaries, featured in
JMB performances, offered tours, and produced or digitally programmed an app offering a
“resistance trail” around the city.

Indicators of success
-

The school timetable demonstrates lessons and projects related to the aforementioned
aims.
The school regularly takes advantage of the pedagogical opportunities on offer at the
Jewish Museum.
The school regularly runs exchange projects.

Evaluation
Yearly evaluation meeting with the Jewish Museum’s leadership team

3.

Teaching on offer

Differentiated instruction, independent work in self-organised “learning centres” (Lernbüro),
and project days or weeks constitute our core teaching principles.
Teaching on the Montessori pathway proves an exception. In what follows, the special
features of the Montessori pathway are explained.
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3.1

Special features of the Montessori pathway

3.1.1 Mixed-age classes as part of the Montessori pathway
All Montessori classes in Years 7/8 are grouped together – regardless of school year.

3.1.2 Measuring attainment on the Montessori pathway
On the Montessori pathway, Years 7 and 8 are used as an opportunity to track attainment
through means other than grades. In accordance with Section 58, Paragraph 4 of the
Education Act, students in Years 7 and 8 on the Montessori pathway receive verbal feedback
in their school reports: “In integrated secondary schools and comprehensive secondary
schools, a two-third majority of eligible voters at the school conference can decide to assess
students’ learning progress through written information relating to their learning, attainment,
and competency development from Year 3 up to (and including) the first half of Year 9”
(Education Act, 2019, Section 58, Paragraph 4).
Rather than using grades and marks, learning is documented through study books or
portfolios and regular planning discussions. These support children in setting their own
learning goals. These goals are set together with the children within a specific framework,
thereby resulting in an individual learning plan. Both this and the official learning plan serve
as guidelines for the children. Students and teaching staff discuss what students are learning
and where their strengths and weaknesses lie. The results of students’ work are documented
and presented.
It is important to us that students actively plan and evaluate their learning process (as befits
their age) so that they can increasingly take responsibility for their own learning. From the
outset, students are given every opportunity to demonstrate their strengths and their
knowledge. They are gradually introduced to exam situations.
Just like the efforts to develop the Montessori pathway at our school, this area of “cultural
learning” represents a special area of development. By drawing upon and working with other
Montessori schools, our team works on developing appropriate ways to formally document
pupils’ learning progress.
Individual and group presentations as well as speeches give children the opportunity to
demonstrate their abilities, competences and work efforts.
As part of everyday school life, there are multiple feedback discussions between teaching
staff and children. Three times a year, as part of parent-teacher-student feedback discussions,
the child, their parents, and the appropriate staff member discuss the pupil’s learning
development.
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3.2

Individual learning profiles and foreign language teaching

3.2.1 Individual learning profiles through compulsory courses and extra-curricular
school clubs

Relation to mission statement
-

-

Every child should be treated as an individual and should be encouraged, challenged,
and supported in line with their individual aims, learning difficulties, and personal
experiences.
We want to promote talent.
We also want to acknowledge the weaknesses of every child.
We want every child to get the best qualification they can upon leaving school

Aims
The students should choose an individual profile according to their individual interests.

Implementation
-

-

-

Enabling children to choose an individual profile is of paramount importance to us.
The various learning profiles and second foreign languages are offered to all classes
to give students a greater selection to choose from.
Regardless of which class they belong to, all students select a profile (after Year 8,
this profile can be changed).
The individual profile is recorded on the student’s report card. Furthermore, all
students receive one additional report card per year detailing their performance in
their elected, “profile” subjects.
Every profile focuses on asking cultural, linguistic, social, political, and ecological
questions.
Lessons in elected subjects and extra-curricular clubs form thematic units orientated
around the individual profiles.
As part of their individual profile, students in Years 7 to 10 participate in one elective
course (2 hours per week) and one extra-curricular activity.
As student democracy is a focal point for all students, all students may in principle
attend the extra-curricular clubs, the assembly group, or the history workshop provided there are free spaces.

3.2.2 Foreign languages
We offer English as a primary foreign language and either Spanish, French, or Turkish as
second foreign languages. If at least 8 students wish to attain a language diploma (e.g. DELF
or level B1/ B2 in Turkish), then an extra-curricular club should be set up to help them do so.
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In Years 7 and 8, a student receives four hours of teaching for their second foreign language
subject and, in Years 9 and 10, they receive 3 hours; students are taught in mixed groups
containing students from different classes and perhaps also from different years.

English: Building upon the primary foreign language
In Years 7 and 8, students are taught English by two teachers (a.k.a. “team teaching”) for four
hours a week; three of these hours are dedicated to the core curriculum and one hour is
dedicated to self-organised “learning centre” work (Lernbüroarbeit).
Students are taught four basic competencies: listening comprehension, reading
comprehension, writing, and speaking. Intercultural awareness is encouraged through
“mediation” exercises, in which the students communicate information about everyday
scenarios in two different languages.

Spanish as a second foreign language
The Refik Veseli School offers Spanish a second foreign language for a total of 4 hours a
week in Years 7 and 8, and 3 hours a week in Years 9 and 10.
The Spanish department is made up of native speakers and well-educated Spanish teachers
with years of experience. We work with new, modern teaching materials which enable
competency-orientated foreign language teaching.
At secondary school level, we focus on encouraging verbal communication as a means of
dealing with everyday situations. For this reason, both the use of authentic materials and the
simulation of real-life speaking situations constitute the cornerstone of Spanish lessons at the
Refik Veseli School.

Turkish as a second foreign language
As a subject, Turkish links with the linguistic and cultural heritage of many of our students.
Through giving students a solid grasp of their native tongue, the department aims to
consolidate students’ existing knowledge of their Turkish roots and help them develop a good
foundation for using German and acquiring foreign languages. Our school offers Turkish as a
second foreign language from Year 7 up to the end of Year 10 or, if desired, sixth form. It is
also possible to start learning Turkish ab initio in sixth form. Furthermore, it is possible to
take an oral presentation examination (Präsentationsprüfung) as part of the MSA exam. Due
to the diverse links between Germany and Turkey, knowledge of Turkish opens up attractive
opportunities in both private and work-related spheres. This is especially the case in Berlin.

French as a second foreign language
-

France and Germany are the most important trading partners in the European Union.
Children who learn French dramatically improve their job prospects.
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-

-

3.3

The Franco-German Youth Office allows young people learning French to take part in
highly interesting, free exchange programmes. Through these programmes, young
people are able to improve their spoken and cultural understanding of Europe and
form international links with young French people.
French is not only spoken in France, but also in Belgium, Switzerland, Canada, and
other African countries.
French belongs to the romance languages. Anyone who masters French grammar and
the French vocabulary will easily be able to pick up other romance languages.
German and French universities increasingly offer international degree pathways.

Concept of differentiation

Our differentiation concept – “Encourage weaker students; challenge stronger students” –
was unanimously adopted by the school conference body on December 6th 2012 (see Concept
of Differentiation 2012). In 2018, it was decided that biology would also be taught and
assessed in sets arranged according to ability from the second half of Year 9 onwards.

3.3.1 Principles of differentiation
A performance assessment is conducted in the initial weeks of children starting Year 7. The
results enable teachers to create individual work plans and give them all the same foundation
of knowledge.
-

-

-

-

In Years 7 and 8, teaching in maths, German, and English is differentiated within each
class to cohere with two levels: advanced level (ER-Niveau) and foundation level
(GR-Niveau). This internal differentiation begins the second half of Year 7 onwards.
In Years 7 and 8, school reports display grades and points.
From the beginning of Year 9 onwards, children are placed onto one of two abilitybased courses for German, maths, and English: advanced course (E-Kurs) and
foundation course (G-Kurs).
Internal differentiation – i.e. differentiated instruction within each class and in line
with advanced level (ER-Niveau) and foundation level (GR-Niveau) requirements –
occurs in physics lessons in Years 9 and 10.
Children are streamed onto either the foundation course (G-Kurs) or the advanced
course (E-Kurs) in consultation with the child’s parents and the class teacher.

3.3.2 Consultation for classification
In order to stream students into ability-based groups, we offer the following consultation
opportunities in line with the Education Act:
-

Teachers inform their student about their subject-specific competencies as well as
their perceived working attitude and social behaviour at least 3 weeks before the end
of the first semester.
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-

-

Class teachers receive recommendations from the subject teachers as to which level is
appropriate for each student: advanced level (ER-Niveau) or foundation level (GRNiveau).
Parents receive a formal letter detailing which level their child has been allocated.
They are also offered the opportunity to have a meeting with the teacher.
It is possible to appeal the decision within the given timeframe. In such case, a further
consultation meeting is required.
The result is recorded in the minutes of the grading conference (Zensurenkonferenz).

3.3.3 Option for switching levels
After children are streamed for the first time, it is possible to switch levels from the start of
the next respective semester as follows:
-

-

3.4

In English and maths lessons, students can switch levels at the end of Year 7 as well
as at the end of the first and second semester of Year 8.
In all differentiated subjects, students can switch levels at the end of the first and
second semester of Year 9. According to Section 27, Paragraph 3, a student is
transferred onto the foundation level course (GR-Niveau) if they score fewer than 5
points in advanced level (ER-Niveau) assessments. A student is transferred onto the
advanced level course (ER-Niveau) if they score 7 points or over.
In order to receive the MSA certificate in Year 10, a child must have been placed onto
two advanced level courses (ER-Kurse) by the beginning of the second semester in
Year 10. In order to be accepted into the upper-level sixth form, a child must have
been placed onto 3 advanced level courses (ER-Kurse). At the parent’s request, a
student can take part in an additional advanced level course (ER-Kurs) if they were
only placed in two advanced level courses (ER-Kurse).

Feedback culture and performance assessment

3.4.1. Feedback culture
We foster a feedback culture with students and their parents day-to-day. We give each other
verbal feedback – based on mutual respect – with the aim of developing the next three
individual learning goals and planning the future learning journey. Every 14 days, teacher
and student have a feedback discussion about the student’s work in their self-organised
“learning centre” (Lernbüro). Students should receive regular feedback in all of their
subjects. Since the 2017/2018 academic year, we have had good experiences with students
giving other students subject-related feedback. This method was implemented by individual
teachers and should be used more extensively in other classes.

In November, March or April (as per the dates of the Easter holidays), and at the end of the
academic year, teacher-student-parents feedback meetings are held to discuss specific issues:
the student’s evaluation of themselves, the teacher’s appraisal of the student’s performance
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(with reference to the recent points/ grades awarded by the teacher for the student’s
performance), any feedback that parents or teachers may have for one another as well as a
plan for three long-term common goals.

3.4.2 Performance assessment
A student’s performance is assessed through government mandated tests and exams (see
Education Act). In line with the Education Act, active participation in class accounts for 50%
of the grade in core subjects and 70% of the grade in supplementary subjects in the first phase
of secondary school (Sek I). Many things can significantly impact the grade given for active
class participation: work completed by the student as part of the self-organised “learning
centres”, presentations given by the student about the their work during the assembly, as well
as talks and presentations given by the student as part of project days/ project weeks. A
student’s performance in their chosen individual profile is assessed through their grades in
their elective course and through a verbal appraisal, which is recorded on an additional report
card.
Assessing student performance through grades/ points occurs in line with guidelines set out in
the Education Act.
Table of grade and point values for integrated secondary schools with streamed and nonstreamed classes:

Grades
In non-streamed classes at
advanced level (ER-Niveau)

At foundation level
(GR-Niveau)

Credit points

15
14

1

13
12
2

1

11
10
9

3

2

8
7
6

13

3
4

4
4

5

6

5

3
2

5
6

1
0

1 = very good, 2 = good, 3 = satisfactory, 4 = sufficient, 5 = deficient, 6 = insufficient

3.5

Teaching methods

Our core teaching methods are differentiated subject teaching, working in self-organised
“learning centres” (Lernbüro), student enterprises as well as project days or project weeks.
Through such ventures, students’ individual development can be fostered even more
successfully than in differentiated subject lessons. The work completed in self-organised
“learning centres” (Lernbüro) can be divided into three areas: the “daily task” (which
consolidates content learnt in German, MFL, and maths), work on students’ “individual
topics”, and “problem-based exercise formats in the context of learning environments” (see
LISUM). These tasks facilitate active learning and require students to develop individual
ways of thinking of presenting. For this reason, presenting these exercises in assembly is
paramount (6.3 and 3.4). The planning and documentation of students’ learning is done in
their record books.
In what follows, we describe the work carried out in self-organised “learning centres”
(Lernbüro) as well as project work.

3.5.1 Self-organised “learning centres” (Lernbüro)

Implementation
The work in self-organised “learning centres” (Lernbüro) is done as a class (see the Max
Brauer School in Hamburg). Since 2015/16, this work has taken place as part of a learning
block where possible.

3.5.1.1 Practising and solving “problem-based exercises daily in the context of learning
environments in self-organised ‘learning centres’ (Lernbüro)” (LISUM)
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“Children should be able to learn actively and should be able to do so through acting
independently. One thing holds true: not all children can work on the same exercise at the
same time and not all children can take the same learning steps at the same time.”
(Source: Claussen, C.: Wochenplanunterricht in der Grundschule, 1997, p. 55)

Relation to mission statement
-

Individual learning requirements (speed and level) and goals
Strengthening the student’s personality and self-confidence
Appreciation and acceptance of diversity
Acknowledgement of weaknesses
Nurturing strengths

Aims
-

-

Nurturing the student’s independence in line with their level of development
Regular, daily practice
Enabling students to feel a sense of achievement through practice materials which
account for different ways of learning: “The step-for-step guidelines for the different
components (…) offer sufficient time for practice and consolidation; they ensure that
students acquire a common foundation, facilitate the acquisition of important
techniques, and allow for individual learning speeds. These guidelines propagate,
expand and deepen both basic knowledge and basic skills in different subject areas.”
(Willy Brandt School 2010).
Working on students’ “individual topics”
Tackling problem-based exercise formats in the context of learning environments
Self-managed and self-planned learning journey as well as the documentation of
learning in the record book
The students themselves decide when they want to be assessed
Use of competency grids to enable students to self-evaluate in preparation for their
feedback discussions (between teacher, student, and parents)
Introduction to self-discipline through answer sheets, booklets and files à for Years 7/8:
the use of digital materials and reference works
different exercise formats
dealing with mistakes in a constructive manner
à for Years 9/10:
students increasingly create their own practice programme

Measures
-

Competency grids are compiled and made available in core subjects (maths, German,
and English) / subject conferences (see 6).
Designing/ decorating learning environments (classroom, shelves, compartments,
files…) and perhaps removing all stairs and steps from the classrooms
Continual further training for staff member since Summer 2014
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-

Customisable materials are compiled and made available in core subjects / subject
conferences
Procuring a range of self-learning materials
Using various social forms (individual work, tandem, groups)

Indicators of success
-

Students’ methodical competencies
Improvement of individual learning progress

Evaluation
-

Survey of results
Student feedback
Teacher-student feedback discussions (see 3.4)
Teacher-parents-student feedback discussions (see 3.4)

3.5.1.2 “Free Learning” in self-organised “learning centres” (Lernbüro)

Relation to mission statement
-

Individual learning requirements (speed and level) and goals
Strengthening the student’s personality and self-confidence
Appreciation and acceptance of diversity
Individual support

Aims
-

Improving students’ independence and ability to plan
Students develop personal interests and recognise their own strengths
Student manage their own work process
Encouraging proactiveness and the motivation that results from this
Practising presentation skills (speaking freely, body language…)
Students learn how to deal with criticism constructively
The ability to conduct interviews
Nurturing students’ ability to think, decide, and act for themselves

Measures
-

Computer workstations in classrooms
Establishment and regular use of the school library / public libraries (Lernwerkstatt
Sprachen)
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Implementation
-

Increasing the level requirements: complexity, presentation, explanation

Indicators of success
-

Students’ methodical competencies
Ability to work PowerPoint and other presentational programmes
Presentation in assembly

Evaluation
-

Fellow students’ feedback
Students rate themselves on the evaluation spider

3.5.2 Additional projects in self-organised “learning centres” (Lernbüro) or subject
lessons

3.5.2.1 Project “Reading Hour”
Since the 2013/2014 academic year, we have been trialling a new concept in Year 8 to
develop students’ reading skills. Students read for one hour in a different class every week
(on a rotating basis). There are times when teachers or students read aloud and other times
when they read silently. No textual analysis is done in this hour as the aim is to foster
students’ joy of reading, encourage their reading literacy (cultural technique), expand their
vocabulary, and give them a sense of achievement (reading at least one monograph per
semester).

3.5.3 Theatre project (as part of the Year 7 “theatre, music, and art” profile)
The Refik Veseli School is a partner school on the Kulturagenten programme and, in cooperation with the Kulturagenten, it plans a 4-week project for students in Year 7 with the
“theatre, music, and art” profile.

Time required
-

5 hours a day for 4 weeks
Performance on opening night and further performances lasting approximately 35
minutes each for school members and parents (plus rehearsals for approximately 4 to
5 hours a day)
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-

-

X number of performances for the neighbouring primary schools (to ease the
transition) lasting approximately 35 minutes each (plus rehearsals for approximately 4
to 5 hours per day)
One hour for presenting the project to the school in the assembly
Demonstrations

3.5.4 Project days or weeks on methodical competency and media literacy
Every class in Year 7 should receive 20 hours of teaching on methodical competency and
media literacy (see media literacy).

3.5.5 Reading project weeks
Every year, two reading project weeks are organised in co-operation with the Jewish museum
(see 2.1). In exceptional cases, these weeks may also be used for other projects.

3.5.6 Learning in student enterprises
Students with special educational needs as well as those students who risk leaving school
without any qualifications are given the opportunity to continue learning in student
enterprises. “In student enterprises, young people learn practical things: what it means to
build, lead, and responsibly run a business as well as what it means to work in a team. They
develop their own ideas, try to come up with creative solutions together and reflect on their
learning success. In this way, students can develop important skills that are vital for their life
and the world of work in the future. Student enterprises as part of the German Children and
Youth Foundation’s (DKJS) teach young people entrepreneurial skills, help them choose a
career, and develop economic life-skills – all in a format and way that speaks to and drives
young people. To be excited by a business prospect, to think that idea through, and to follow
it through – that is holistic learning for the real world” (see DKJS 2019). Learning in student
enterprises involves maths, business, work and technology (WAT), German, and the social
sciences. The school co-operates with the German Children and Youth Foundation (DKJS) in
its student enterprise work. The Foundation offers further education opportunities in schools
and allows our school faculty to be a part of its network.

In the 2019/2020 academic year, there were four student enterprises at our school:
-

The Refik Paper Shop
Refik’s Gusto Catering
Breakfast Stall (Years 9 and 10)
Breakfast Stall (Years 7 and 8)
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3.6
Encouragement and support as part of inclusive education (see Concept of
Inclusion 2018)

Aims
-

All students stay in school until they attain the best school leavers’ qualification
possible for them
Promotion of special gifts and talents
Promotion of high-performing students
Special support for students with dyslexia
Speech therapy
Assistance, didactical and special adjustments as well as support for students with
handicaps or disabilities

Relation to mission statement
-

Appreciation and acceptance of diversity
Inclusive society
Individual support
Acknowledgement of weaknesses
Best possible school leavers’ qualification

3.6.1 Learning assessments and individual support
A learning assessment is conducted at the start of Year 7 in all core subjects. Every year, a
team of educators creates an individual support plan for every child.

3.6.2 Promotion of high-performing students
The school ensures the promotion of high-performing students through differentiated
teaching and individual support in self-organised “learning centres” (Lernbüro). As part of
all-day schooling, extra-curricular clubs are set up to help students gain additional language
qualifications (e.g. DELF) if enough students are interested.
We consider a period of residence abroad to be an important way of stretching highperforming children. They gain language and cultural skills which are often decisive for their
future years. We advise and support students individually in planning for and applying to
student exchange programmes and other study abroad programmes (6 weeks – 1 year).

3.6.3 Promotion of special gifts and talents
Since the 2019/2020 academic school year, we have been taking part in the Talent Promotion
Programme run by the Berlin School Senate alongside the neighbouring primary schools. In
doing so, we emphasise the importance of theatre and music. As part of this, we work
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together with the music school “Tomatenklang” and the theatre company “Theater Pandora”.
This type of support forms a part of the “theatre, music, and art” profile which students can
select at the start of Year 7.
“Jugend forscht” particularly helps those students with “natural sciences” profiles get
involved.
Students who choose the “maths and computer science” profile take part in a robotics
competition for Berlin schools.
Students who show promise as part of their “business” profile are involved in out-of-school
catering functions.

3.6.4 Special support for students with dyslexia and dyscalculia
If a student displays dyslexic tendencies in the learning assessment at the beginning of Year
7, they will be asked to take a specialised spelling test (Hamburger Rechtschreibprobe) and a
team of educators will draw up a support plan for the child. The support is provided as part of
normal lessons or within small, temporary learning groups for two hours a week. In cases of
dyslexia, a disadvantage compensation (see VO-ISS) is applied to assessments and grades
when assessing performance.

3.6.5 Assistance and support for students with handicaps or disabilities (see Concept
of Inclusion 2018)
All educators within the school are responsible for the success of inclusive education. At our
school, there is a special educational needs teacher for each year group, who advises and
supports the other teachers in this area. Twice a year, an individual support plan is drawn up
for students with special educational needs. The special educational needs teacher facilitates
the drafting of this plan.
Together, the SEN teachers and the teachers responsible for supporting dyslexic students
form the Centre for Supportive Pedagogy (ZUP), moreover they also form their own
specialised conference on “inclusive education”. Students with behavioural problems (e.g.
ADD) are supported in Years 7 and 8 within the “Project Transition” framework (see
Werbellinsee Primary School’s homepage) – a project which gives special support to students
and their adult guardians in co-operation with local youth welfare organisations.

3.7

Language education and literacy

See Refik Veseli School’s “Literacy Concept”.
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3.8

Timetables

3.8.1 Lessons, breaks, and time for additional activities in Years 7 and 8
(possible timetable for Year 8)

Time

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

8.00

Form time

Form time

Form time

Form time

Form time

8.15

Lesson

Lesson

Class council /
Assembly

Lesson

Lesson

Lesson

9.45

Break time

Break time

Break time

Break time

Break time

10.10

Lesson

Lesson

Lesson

All-day
schooling

Lesson

10.55

Break time

Break time

Break time

Break time

Break time

11.00

Lesson

Lesson

Lesson

All-day
schooling

Lesson

11.45

Break time

Break time

Break time

Break time

Break time

12.00

Lesson

Lesson

Lesson

Lesson

Lesson

12.50

Lesson

All-day
schooling

Lesson

Lesson

Lesson

13.35

Lunch break

Lunch break

Lunch break

Lesson

Lesson

14.20

Lesson

Lesson

Lesson

15.05

Lesson

15.15

All-day
schooling

All-day
schooling
All-day
schooling

Extra-curricular
club
Extra-curricular
club
Extra-curricular
club

16.00

Lesson
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3.8.2 General timetable for integrated secondary schools

Subjects / Areas

Hours per week per year group
7

8

9

10

German

4

4

4

4

Maths

4

4

4

4

First Foreign Language

3

3

3

3

3

3

5

5

Compulsory lessons

Biology
Physics
Chemistry
History

max. 2 / min. 1

max. 2 / min. 1

Geography

max. 2 / min. 1

max. 2 / min. 1

Politics

2

2

Ethics

max. 4 / min. 3

max. 4 / min. 3

Music

2

2

2

2

Sport

3

3

3 (2)

3 (2)

Vocational studies
(Business, work, and
technology)

2

2

2 (1)

2 (-)

Art

Subjects / Areas

Hours per week per year group
7

8

9

10

Elective courses

3

3

2 (3)

2 (3)

Profile lessons

3

3

3 (4)

3 (5)

Total

31

31

32 (32)

32 (32)

Independent study

1-3, 25

1-3, 25

1-3, 25

1-3, 25

(General timetable is based on 45-minute lessons) (see VO-ISS 2013)
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4.

Upper-level sixth form

Students who satisfy the attainment requirements (“MSA+”) may attend the upper-level sixth
form (gymnasiale Oberstufe). As is the case in all other integrated secondary schools, this
involves an introductory phase (Year 11), a qualification phase (Years 12 and 13), and ends
with the General Higher Education Entrance Examinations (Abitur). The upper-level sixth
form is run in partnership with the Emanuel Lasker School in Friedrichshain to give students
an extensive array of courses to choose from. In its offerings, its organisation, and its
academic rigour, it befits the expectations prescribed in law for an “Upper-level Sixth Form”
(“Gymnasiale Oberstufe”). Students select an individual profile from the array of different
advanced course combinations agreed upon and offered by the two schools. The following
advanced courses are offered at the Refik Veseli School: art, French, politics, history,
English, and biology. The Emanuel Lasker School offers the following advanced courses:
geography, chemistry, mathematics, German, art, English, and biology. An extensive array of
foundation courses is also available at both schools – as is the option to pick up a second
foreign language while continuing with one’s first foreign language.

5. All-day schooling

The school offers comprehensive all-day schooling for Years 7 and 8 as well as partial allday schooling for Years 9 and 10. All-day schooling is based on six pillars:
-

-

-

Coaching to learn (Learncoaching)
Extra-curricular clubs as part of all-day schooling which contribute to the individual
learning profiles alongside the elective courses (more in Section 3); extra-curricular
clubs in the following areas: sports, games, and art and music; extra-curricular clubs
committed to social outreach in the city centre
Break culture: lunch is offered by the supporting institution for all-day schooling,
tjfbg. Offering the students lunch is a part of the concept for all-day schooling. The
food is cooked fresh everyday by a chef who prepares a French menu. Such a project
fosters the students’ intellectual development where possible – one of the school’s
focal points. Through offering this food, we support an aspect of French cultural
heritage around the globe: French food. In doing so, we also support our French
department.
During the lunch break, students can partake in two half-hour physical activities
(depending on demand) – either in the sports hall or on the playground depending on
the weather. Students can also borrow break-time equipment (table tennis bats,
basketball). Students may use the school Wi-Fi during the lunch break.
Form time
Assembly
Learning, playing games, or relaxing in the building for all-day schooling
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5.1

Coaching to learn in Years 9 and 10

“Coaching to learn” (Lerncoaching) supports those young people who risk leaving school
without a BBR qualification or a more advanced school leavers’ certificate. The project’s
primary purpose is to give students guidance. Learning coaches – the majority of whom are
trainee teachers – receive further training or situation-specific guidance for this purpose. The
learning coaches adopt the role of the student’s helpful, alter-ego and together with the
student, they work through potential, future steps to help the student reach their personal
graduation goals. This primarily happens during the time allotted for self-organised “learning
centres” (Lernbürounterricht).
Every day a large number of children at risk have to switch between their school life and their
home life with their family. In order to overcome the differences between the two,
discussions involving coaches and parents regularly take place, as do discussions involving
teachers, coaches, the child, and their parents. All parties work through the child’s goals
together and sign a learning contract which is regularly evaluated by all parties during
discussions.

5.2

Extra-curricular clubs as part of all-day schooling

Aims of extra-curricular clubs
Students get to pursue their own interests:
-

Physical exercise / relaxation (e.g. Basketball Club)
Individual learning profiles in line with their optional subjects (see Section 3)
Culture (e.g. theatre, media – like photography, videos, music, area-specific projects)
Students develop a feeling of belonging at school

Relation to mission statement
-

Different individual personalities are recognised and supported
Students, parents, staff, and external partners participate in everyday school life

Implementation
External partners offer the extra-curricular clubs.

Indicators of success
-

Students receive school reports for their profiles which detail their extra-curricular
clubs and their optional courses. Regardless of their profile reports, students receive
an individual appraisal of their work in all-day schooling from club leaders.
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Evaluation methods
-

5.3

Yearly questionnaires for students
Number of participation lists
Number of profile reports

Break culture

Aims
-

Students attend lunch.
Students use opportunities for relaxation.
Students use the library.
Student benefit from the physical activities on offer.

Implementation
-

French menu is offered for lunch in order to support the French department
Student are given the opportunity to take part in physical exercise activities and play
games (“moving break”)
Relaxation in supervised leisure rooms
Supervised homework sessions in the library

Indicators of success
-

30% of students have lunch at school
80% of students take part in the games, sports activities, and relaxation activities on
offer.

Evaluation
-

5.4

Photographic documentation of the lunch break

Form time

Presupposition
Every morning, a large proportion of students come to school ill-equipped to learn. They not
only need space and time to leave the challenges of daily life behind them, but also to plan
and organise their school day. Where applicable, they also need time to have breakfast.
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Aims
Students are given the time and space both to leave the challenges of daily life behind them,
and to plan and organise their school day. For this purpose, both their class teachers and their
class peers are there to support them. Where appropriate, form time is also used as a time for
resolving current conflicts and sharing daily notices.

Implementation
In Years 7 and 8, the school day begins with 15 minutes of form time together with the class
teacher. In Years 9 and 10, form time happens three times a week. Students speak about
recent events in class council and then use their logbooks to note down relevant information
and plan their day using goals and activities.

Relation to mission statement
Every child should be treated as an individual and should be encouraged, supported, and
challenged in line with their individual aims, learning requirements, and personal
experiences.

Indicators of success
Daily goals and activities are written in the logbooks.

Evaluation methods
The logbooks are evaluated in Years 7 and 8.

5.5

Assembly

Presupposition
We have a heterogeneous school community. The school assembly is an event where
teachers, all students in Years 7 to 11, guests, individual parents and associated workers from
all-day schooling, trainee teachers doing their practical semester, foreign language assistants,
etc. all come together for an hour every fortnight. Students with the “politics and society”
profile organise, plan, and moderate the assembly. For this purpose, they use medium
appropriate for their target audience.
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Aims
Students should present the results of their projects, work in all-day schooling, work in
politics and society, and work in lessons. Through doing so, they should strengthen their
media skills as well as their articulateness when speaking, experience a sense of self-worth,
and gain self-confidence. Their learning is placed in a social context and is given great
meaning.
-

Fostering a feeling of togetherness
Experiencing democratic action
Inclusion of all classes through a presentation rota
Information about recent, social and political themes and proceedings
Redactional work in extra-curricular clubs (language learning)
Presenting in front of large groups
Speaking in front of large groups
Using sound equipment
Organising an event
Presenting with PowerPoint (simultaneous preparation for the MSA examination)
Culture of praise (prizes/ awards from social action, winners in competitions, special
learning achievements)
Encouraging “listening” as a cultural technique

Implementation
The student assembly (meeting) takes place on Wednesdays during the first hour of school as
a collective event for all students, educators, and guests. Around 400 people gather in the
sports hall for the assembly. The assembly can be understood as a dynamic event which
constantly develops alongside the student body. As such, it centres around interdisciplinary
teaching for all ages. The idea of holding a student assembly comes from Great Britain. The
assembly is moderated by students under teacher supervision. Students from the Moderation
Club (Years 7 to 11) develop the assembly’s content under teacher supervision and moderate
the event. The student assembly has a fixed running order. It works to encourage a feeling of
togetherness and thus, it encourages students to develop a connection to the school. The
assembly provides a space both for sharing information with the students and for students to
give presentations: classes, school groups or individual student present the results of their
work, their school trips, their work experience placements, and the like on a rotating basis.
Moreover, it gives the students a platform to present their hobbies (e.g. dancing, music, etc.).

Relation to mission statement
We are committed to a pedagogy of diversity defined by intersubjective recognition between
two equal individuals. This pedagogy is shaped by recognition and acceptance as part of a
pedagogical dialogue. It is especially important to us that each child can develop their own
individual identity on the basis of equal rights. This implies a respectful and appreciative
attitude between all members of the school community.
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Indicators of success
More than 90% of the people in school on Wednesdays take part in the assembly.

Evaluation methods
Number of participants
Survey with standardised questionnaire during an ethics lesson (once a year)

6.

School life

Presupposition
-

Student assembly
One school festival is organised per year
Festival of Lights with local residents at Christmas (garden)
Open days / induction days for primary school classes so that they can visit the school
Thematic trips (in courses and year groups) and a youth trip in the summer holidays
Theatre project lasting several weeks
Reading project week
Student democracy
Culture of communication and conferences
Parent participation
Prevention

Aims and measures
-

Festive organisation of graduation
Opening up the school to the local area through the yearly summer festival
Positive public perception of the school
Annual sport festival and tournament
Develop closer ties with work industries (the BSO, theatre industry, and media
industry among others)
Strengthening the sense of belonging

Relation to mission statement
-

Making the school a safe working environment

Implementation
In order to strengthen the feeling of togetherness and create a positive learning atmosphere,
we want to organise festivals, theatre weeks, reading weeks, and trips for all classes together
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with parents and students. We significantly contribute to this aim by running collective
activities in our collective gardens which in turn, open up our school to the local area.

Indicators of success with regards to school life
-

The school’s desirability and attractiveness are increasing
There is no (or very little) distance between the school and the community
All members of the school community treat each other with respect
No vandalism

Evaluation methods with regards to school life
-

6.1

Online surveys (e.g. with surveymoneky.com or doodle) à published on the
homepage
Number of students who participate in the events on offer (twice a year)

Festivals

Implementation
-

6.2

One school festival a year with our partners, parents and club leaders, etc.
Summer festival and Festival of Lights with all those who use the communal gardens,
beehives and school garden
Taster days for primary school students are organised in an attractive way

Trips for all classes

Implementation
In the last few years, it has become a tradition for students learning about the school’s name
to go on a school trip to Israel/ Palestine so that they can explore traces of cultural and
religious diversity. This tradition should continue (see 2.2).
An annual winter sports trip has also become a tradition at school. A winter sports trip should
be offered to all classes every year in order to strengthen the students’ feeling of togetherness.
All Year 7 classes spend a week doing team building exercises in Blossin (Brandenburg).
Students in Year 10 have the option to go on a languages trip to North Yorkshire and to visit
our partner school in Pickering while there: Lady Lumley’s School. On this trip, students use
English as a first foreign language in a natural context and both experience and work on
cultural aspects in depth.
Participants prepare reports about all class trips for the assembly and present them.
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6.3

Communal gardens

As part of creating a school garden, the school has also established communal gardens which
can be rented and used by local residents in individual plots. This helps open the school to the
outside community. Communal garden work, harvesting, cooking and festivals involving
local residents, students, parents, and educators encourages a feeling of togetherness. Visits to
other communal gardens, like the Princesses’ gardens, also contributes to this sense.
Furthermore, a Communal Gardening Club, a Beekeeping Club, and a Youth Club take place
as part of all-day schooling. They are connected to regular science lessons in Years 7 to 10.

6.4

Parent involvement

Parents play an active role in shaping the school and participate in decision-making processes
through school committees. Parents meet regularly in preparation for the committees. The
school conference developed as a subgroup of the school development group – an
organisation which meets four times a year in preparation for the parent governors’ meeting,
the symposium, and the school conference. In addition, a regular meeting take place every
month involving one representative from all-day schooling, the school senior leadership
team, teaching staff, and the parent governors respectively. Parents have equal say alongside
educators and students in their work in the school development group. Alongside educators
and students, they can get involved in festivals and their preparation, the design and up-keep
of the school building as well as in project weeks/ days – as is their right. Parents can
organise two educational evenings per year by contracting external presenters or courses for
parents.

6.5

Student democracy

Democracy at school entails student involvement in relevant discussions and decision-making
processes which concern both school life and taking responsibility. Democratic student action
is realised through the following committees in all-day schooling:

6.5.1 Class council
Class council provides a space for developing (or strengthening) a good learning and working
atmosphere, solving problems between students, or expressing wishes which concern school
life. Students bring current topics/ themes to class. They are then supported in developing
solutions to their questions and problems. Class council enables students to make democratic
decisions, learn common responsibility, and strengthen their communication skills as well as
their social competencies. The students moderate this hour and take minutes. Class council
takes place once a week for one hour in all classes.
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6.5.2 Student council
The student council meet every fortnight. These meetings are prepared and led by the school
representatives. Educators from the tjfbg sit in on these meetings and support them. Class
representatives bring the topics they have gathered in their class councils to these meetings.
Students work on possible solutions. At the end of each meeting, students discuss which steps
need to be taken, when they should be taken, and who should lead these measures (or which
committee might be able to represent the students concerns moving forward). After
consulting with all classes (as part of class council) and the senior leadership team, possible
solutions are put to a vote during a student council meeting and, where appropriate, at the
school conference. If the parent governors, the student council, and the general school
conference disagree in their decisions, then a round of negotiations takes place as part of the
school conference with representatives from all three committees present. The results of work
at the school conference are regularly presented to students during the student assembly. If
possible, the student council should attend a two-day workshop once a year on media and
moderation to prepare them for their work.
Once a week, the student representatives hold a consultation hour in the canteen for students.
Here, they act as interlocutors in conflicts between students as well as between students and
teachers. This works to prevent violence.
The school senior leadership team meets weekly with the student representatives and trusted
teachers to discuss the student body’s concerns (see documentation in the ZDF 2018).

6.5.3 Assembly
See all-day schooling section above

6.6

Prevention

The prevention programme encompasses social learning, consultation hours held by student
representatives, mediation processes as well as counselling services offered by a social
worker. Social learning involves taking an active stand against all forms of violence,
discrimination, and exclusion. The general conference and the school conference committed
to using the Reckahn Reflections: a series of ethical practices for forming and maintaining
pedagogical relationships in a humane manner. The school’s teaching body developed an
evaluation questionnaire in addition to this, which teachers can use in lessons for selfevaluation. Together with the Office for Anti-discrimination within the Federal Department
for School Administration and the Education Network SO 36, the teaching body is committed
to the process of building a tolerant school. A study day will take place for this purpose in
2018 and 2019 respectively. An internal school concept is progress.

6.6.1 Social learning
Social learning encourages group development within a class, increases students’ social
skills, creates a good social atmosphere, and increases a class’ productivity and ability to
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learn. Equally, it allows students to engage with problems openly and resolve conflicts in a
constructive manner. Alongside organisational matters, students cover topics such as
addiction and drugs, free-time, family, friendship, and other issues which are relevant to
young people. A collaboration with the Ethics department – a subject whose content partially
links with that of social learning – is possible. All new Year 7 classes are given the
opportunity to meet the social worker as part of “Meet the … days”. In addition to this,
activities on team building and social learning are done in class.

6.6.2 Mediation
In conflict situations, communicating through mediation enables those affected to freely
develop conflict solutions which change their interactions with one another. The mediators
help those involved in the conflict to recognise their and others’ interests and feelings in a
safe atmosphere so that they can find an amicable solution.
All those involved in school life can make use of mediation. Mediation is not merely a set of
working strategies for students involved in conflicts; it also aims to help settle disputes
between students, students and teachers, and parents and teachers.

6.6.3 Counselling offered by a social worker
Social workers are available for parents to talk to if psychological/ social problems and
worries arise and can offer further help if necessary.

6.7

Culture of communication and conferences

Relation to mission statement
-

-

Democratic action within the school faculty is made possible through teamwork, the
management groups, and work within the committees (as laid out in the Education
Act).
“Be brave, look closely, get involved, show solidarity, and act! You always have a
choice.”

Aims
-

All educators take responsibility for the school
Transparency in the teams and amongst the school staff
Decisions are made democratically
Lessons are planned together; support and aid are provided
“Teachers’ health”
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Implementation
Transparency, collaborative planning and a culture of making-decision are all safeguarded by
staff through the committees that regularly take place – e.g. the ESL/management group, the
year teams and the teachers’ assembly. Every meeting is well prepared and is moderated.
The ESL/ management group meets every week on Tuesday afternoon from 4pm to 5.30pm.
With the exception of the head and the acting head - the subject leaders, heads of department,
social workers, language education coordinators, Montessori practitioners, the pedagogical
coordinator for the sixth-form, and the middle years coordinator all take part in these
meetings. The constitution of the ESL/ management group corresponds to the didacticpedagogical committee at the Robert Bosch School in Hildesheim (the prize-winner of the
Robert Bosch Foundation). The year teams are organised and moderated by a team leader.
Every team meeting starts with an incident briefing lasting 40 minutes. This is moderated by
the social worker responsible for that year group (2.30pm to 3.15pm).
The teachers’ assembly takes place on Wednesdays 1.55pm until 2.20pm. The assembly is
moderated by a different teacher each time and the results of the meeting are documented in
the assembly book.
The general conference and the school conference agree on Wednesday afternoon as their
meeting time. All teachers leave their Wednesday afternoons free to attend upcoming
departmental, all-day schooling or BSO meetings, to take part in social learning, or to
develop the spiral curriculum. Meetings in these areas are only allowed to take place in the
allotted time for conferences: from 2.30pm to 3.30pm.
The time for conferences amounts to three hours per week maximum. When a general
conference takes place, all other conferences/ meetings are cancelled that week.

Evaluation
Questionnaire on the culture of communication and conferences is sent out in the first week
after the Easter holidays.

7. Careers advice

7.1 Concept for careers and study advice
See “Concept of Dual Learning” from 6th December 2013.
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8. School partnerships

Presupposition
Grounded in its community-centric outlook, the school co-operates with other institutions,
establishments, and projects, both school related and non-school related. Through the Bonus
Programme and the Talent Promotion Programme, we co-operate actively with the
surrounding primary schools to give children aged 1 to 10 or 1 to 13 a consistent education
similar to our partner schools. For this purpose, we created the Education Bridges Network.
Together, we organise, plan, and finance further education courses, induction trips or teacher
study days at different schools, as well as extra-curricular clubs for all schools. Moreover, we
organise day-long induction visits for around 600 Year 6 children at our schools. Primary
school children sit in on the assembly and then attend lessons for two profiles. They are given
an evaluation survey in which they can document their impressions at the end of the day. This
induction process supports children in choosing an individual profile, if they do decide to
register at our school. Parents, the school senior leadership team, children, and primary
school practitioners in the Education Bridges Network work together in our school
development group.
With regards to the upper-level sixth form, we co-operate with the Emanuel Lasker School in
Friedrichshain and in doing so, we are the first school alliance in Berlin with schools on
either side of the Spree river.

Aims
-

Collective responsibility for education
Co-operation and personnel exchange
Coordinated PR
Successful transitions from primary to secondary school
“Upper-level sixth-form”
Successful transitions into a vocational school and dual-system training/ education
Participation of different actors
Raising cultural, historical and communicational competencies
Transfer of expert knowledge

Implementation
Partnerships and collaborations with:
-

Primary schools in the local area
Cultural co-operation partners
Lady Lumley’s School in Pickering, England
Sports teams and other teams
Companies within the free market economy
State-approved agencies for free and public youth welfare services
Public educational agencies and institutions
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-

International and national schools
Universities
Agencies for further and higher education
Yad Vashem Jerusalem

Indicators of success
-

Shared control and responsibility
Collaboration and personnel exchange
Coordinated PR
School link between the Nürtingen Primary School and our school (see Section 2:
Montessori pathway)
School links between the Fichtelgebirge Primary School and our school through the
Beekeeping Clubs
Successful transitions from primary school to secondary school
Successful transitions into the “upper-level sixth-form”
Successful transitions into a vocational school and dual-system training/education
Participation of different actors

Evaluation
-

Number of activities that take place in the school year (counted once per year)
Assessment of the primary school students’ evaluation surveys on their induction days

Our partners
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Co-operating Partners
Schildkröte e.V. [Turtles, registered society]
Arbeit und Bildung e.V. (Kumulus) [Work and Education, registered
association]
Emanuel Lasker School
Bildungswerk Kreuzberg [Education Institute Kreuzberg]
Department of Chemistry at Freie Universität Berlin [Public University Berlin]
Handwerkskammer Berlin [Association for craftsmen and women in Berlin]
Jobentdecker [Local organisation which helps connect students and businesses]
Jugendhilfe [Youth help and advice centre]
Kiezküchen GmbH (Berufseinstiegsbegleitung) [Local cake company – offers a
route into the profession]
Lehrbauhof Berlin [Organisation offering apprenticeships in construction]
Agaplesion Bethanien Haus Bethesda (Altenpflege) [Care home in Kreuzberg]
Deutsche Kinder- und Jugendstiftung [German Children and Youth Foundation]
Musikschule Tomatenklang [The Tomato Sound Music School]
TJFbG (Technische Jugendfreizeit- und Bildungsgesellschaft) [Foundation for
Technology, Youth, Recreation, and Education]
Jewish Museum
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18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Kulturagenten [Cultural agents association]
Plan MSA
Agency for Work
OSZ Handel 1 [The Sixth Form Centre for Trade 1]
OSZ August Sander [The August Sander Sixth Form Centre]
OSZ Körperpflege [The Sixth Form Centre for Personal Care]
OSZ Hans-Böckler-Schule (Konstruktionsbautechnik) [The Sixth Form Centre
at the Hans Böckler School (construction)]
OSZ Bekleidung und Mode [The Sixth Form Centre for Clothes and Fashion]
Nürtingen Primary School
Fichtelgebirge Primary School
Heinrich Zille Primary School
Rosa Parks School
Hunsrück Primary School
Sideviews
Abi Plan [A-level Plan]
Yad Vashem Jerusalem
Robert Bosch Institution
Police
SIBUZ (Senatsverwaltung für Bildung, Jugend und Familie) [Federal
Department for Education, Youth, and Family]
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